Ganymede Hypothesis Part III

David Talbott is the person in charge of the thunderbolts.info organization and website and the author of "Saturn Myth" and other treatises on the interpretation of ancient mythological literature. He describes the case for identifying a number of ancient chieftain god figures as the former dwarf star Saturn rather than as our present sun:

http://qdl.scs-inc.us/2ndParty/Pages/7285.html

A number of articles appearing in the Journal of Assyriology in the early 1900s described the fact that many if not all of the names used for our sun in the ancient near East were names which had previously been associated with the planet Saturn, and which had later been switched. One of the most common of these was Shamesh, a Babylonian chief pantheon god normally assumed, like the Egyptian Ra, to be a sun god.

Images from petroglyphs and steles show this Shamesh character to have been the prototype for the Islamic symbol which most assume amounts to a star inside the Crescent moon. A moment's reflection however will dispel that notion. The entire idea of a star inside the Crescent moon is basically impossible; a star outside the earth moon system would be occulted by the moon regardless of phase and a star which ever managed to get between the earth and moon would fry us to cinders.

Egyptian enclosed Crescent and Babylonian Shamesh petroglyph:

Steles showing Shamesh iconography:
Of course, there is no evidence of any trade or ancient global connection linking Babylon with North America. Artists in both places were simply seeing the same things in the sky.

Again:
That is positively not an image of our present sun. Here is what it is a representation of:

In fact that exact image shows up in certain Egyptian art items such as the little shen-bond clasp:
Saturn (golden), Venus (blue-green or green), Mars (red)

When the electromagnetic conjunction wasn’t lit up with reflected sunlight, the thing you’d notice most was the blue-green or green light of the massive CO2 atmosphere of Venus, thus the hymns to Osiris speak of pure emerald light. For instance, Budge's "Book of the Dead",

**page 253:**
"Becometh green through thee the earth in triumph before the hand of Neberter..."

**page 10:**
"Golden of limbs, blue of head, emerald upon both of his sides..."

**page 250:**
"Thou hast come with thy splendours, and thou hast made heaven and earth bright with thy rays of pure emerald light..."

**page 251:**
"...governor of the mountains of Aukert, thou dost rise in the horizen of heaven and sheddest upon the earth beams of pure emerald light..."

**page 254:**
"Through thee, the world waxeth green in triumph before the hand of Nebertcher.... Thy body is of gold, thy head is of azure, and emerald light encircleth thee..."

The steles (both Babylonian, Egyptian, and North American) show either a man or some sort of a pillar-like support object underneath the Crescent/star object as if holding it up.

That would be the supposed supporting column i.e. the Birkeland current between Earth and the Saturn/Venus/Mars conjunction which Egyptians called Shu or the Djed pillar, basically a gigantic swirling maelstrom of wind, water, and light.

Egyptian mythology here: The eye (Osiris/Saturn) and the Birkeland current support column (Shu)

Treatises on Egyptian mythology describe the god Shu as the support column for heaven generally and for the Saturn/Venus/Nars conjunction in particular.

http://www.touregypt.net/featurestories/shu.htm

He also was believed to hold up Nut, the sky goddess and his daughter, above his son the earth god Geb. Without Shu holding the two apart, the Egyptians believed that there would be no area in which to create the life they saw all around them. The Egyptians believed that there were also pillars to help Shu lift up the sky - these pillars were on the four cardinal points, and were known as the 'Pillars of Shu'.

http://ancientegyptonline.co.uk/shu.html

Shu (Su) was the god of light and air and as such personified the wind and the earth's atmosphere. As the god of light he represented illuminated the primordial darkness and marked the separation between day and night and between the world of the living and the world of the dead. As the god of air, he represented the space between the earth and the heavens, and gave the breath of life to all living creatures.

Or personified the wind and light of the Birkeland current maelstrom...
Images of Shu and the Djed column from pyramid walls:

Djed pillar:
Shu and the Djed pillar supporting the ancient sun/Saturn god:
Artist conception of Birkeland current pillar "supporting" the Saturn/Venus/Mars system:
Egyptian iconography (Osiris and Shu) in the form of US legal tender:

Now, so long as this Birkeland current which Egyptians referred to as the Djed column or the pillar of Shu or just Shu was anchored at the North of our planet and stayed more or less in one place, it did not present any particular problem to people trying to live on this planet or present any unusual danger. Dwardu Cardona claims however that in the final days of the Saturnian conjunction when that conjunction began to break up in, the current lost its anchor and began to sweep over the North sucking up material and grinding that material up and then, finally, spewing that material back out over the North.

That brings us to the topic of the gigantic muck deposits which we find over much of northern Canada, Alaska, and Siberia. Those deposits, often more than a mile deep, contained a disarticulated and broken up remains of the plant and animal life of a previous living world and are very likely beyond the scope of even a global flood to create. Cardona believed that those deposits were formed by the final breakup of the antediluvian conjunction and Birkeland current. Scholars including Immanuel Velikovsky, Vine Deloria, Graham Hancock and others have described the enormous extent of those muck deposits.

In [https://grahamhancock.com/hancockg18/](https://grahamhancock.com/hancockg18/)

**Muck, Mammoths and Extinctions: was Alaska the scene of a giant cataclysm at the end of the Ice Age?**

by Graham Hancock | See: Twitter, Facebook, Google+
A bit of Vine Deloria’s description of these muck deposits from his “Red Earth, White Lies”:

“In even the most prejudiced murder trial there is one essential element: there has to have been a killing. Fancy legal terminology generally requires a body the corpus delictus as the TV detective shows are fond of telling us. It would seem reasonable, if one was to promulgate a theory of blitzkrieg slaughter as have Martin and Diamond, to identify where the bodies are buried and then take the reader on a gut-wrenching tour through a graveyard of waste and butchery. We are deprived of this vicarious thrill because the evidence of the destruction of the megafauna suggests a scenario well outside the orthodox interpretation of benign natural processes. Therefore mere mention of the reality of the situation is anathema to most scholars. So let us see what the actual situation is…”

…The testimony regarding the richness of the animal remains in the Arctic north of the continental masses is not restricted to Russian sources. Stephen Taber, writing in his report "Perennially Frozen Ground in Alaska: Its Origins and History," had this to say about the Siberian islands:

Pfizenmayer [citation omitted states that in the New Siberia island collectors have

"found inexhaustible sup-plies of mammoth bones and tusks as well as bones and horns of rhinoceros and other diluvial mammals"; and Dr. Bunge, during expeditions in the summers of 1882-1884, "gathered almost two thousand five hundred first class mammoth tusks on the new Siberian is-lands of Lyakhov; Kotelnyi, and Fadeyev;" although many collectors had previously obtained ivory from the islands since their discovery in 1770 by Lyakhov.”

It would seem obvious to anyone seriously pursuing the question of the demise of the mammoth and the other mega- herbivores that a good place to locate the bodies to
determine the cause of their demise would be the islands north of the Siberian peninsula. Yet we hear not a word about them in scientific articles and books concerning the overkill hypothesis.

When we inquire if the Alaskan area has similar deposits, we learn that the situation is the same. Early gold miners in Alaska discovered that in many cases they had to strip off a strange de-posit popularly called "muck" in order to get to the gold-bearing gravels. The muck was simply a frozen conglomerate of trees and plants, sand and gravels, some volcanic ash, and thousands if not millions of bits of broken bones representing a wide variety of late Pleistocene and modern animals and plants.

Two scholars describe the scenes of destruction and chaos which the muck represents. Frank Hibben, in an article surveying the evidence of early man in Alaska, said that while the formation of muck was not clear,

"...there is ample evidence that at least portions of this material were deposited under catastrophic conditions. Mammal remains are for the most part dismembered and disarticulated, even though some fragments yet retain in this frozen state, portions of ligaments, skin, hair, and flesh. Twisted and torn trees are piled in splintered masses concentrated in what must be regarded as ephemeral canyons or arroyo cuts."1

Stephen Taber's report echoes the same conditions. He says:

"Fossil bones are astonishingly abundant in frozen ground of Alaska, but articulated bones are scarce, and complete skeletons, except for rodents that died in their burrows, are almost un-known."2 Many laypeople will be confused by this technical language and fail to grasp what Taber is saying, allowing him to imply a benign orthodox interpretation when the situation requires that a clearer picture be drawn...

...We find the missing megafauna of the late Pleistocene in the Siberian islands, in the islands north of Alaska, and in the muck in the Alaskan interior. Obviously, we have here victims of an immense catastrophe which swept continents and left the debris in the far northern latitudes piled in jumbled masses that now form decent-sized islands. Most anthropologists and archaeologists avoid discussing these deposits because the ortho-do-x uniformitarian interpretation of the natural processes precludes sudden unpredictable actions.”

Ganymede Hypothesis Part IV

Such then, is the power of a cosmic Birkeland current. Up to now, we have been discussing the situation involving a systemic Birkeland current within the last 5000 or 6000 years, that is,
within the age which is generally associated with the Saturn theory and with authors such as David Talbott, Dwardu Cardona, and Ev Cochrane.

The next question is, what is there to know about such Birkeland currents several tens of thousands of years ago within the timeframe associated with the Ganymede hypothesis? Can something like this give us any usable information as to how the original groups of modern humans came to Earth from Ganymede?

This question involves a kind of a vision of something which Cecil B Demille might have gone completely bonkers over and which seemingly involves Birkeland currents.

As described above, Dwardu Cardona claimed that's the ancient Birkeland current in it's final days had lost it's anchor at the North and began to sweep around sucking up material has it went and then, finally, as that current broke down altogether, it disgorged all of that material back upon the face of the North, after having more or less ground it all up like a blender.

The authors of Cosmos in Collision see something altogether similar to this as having been the basic mechanism for getting the first human groups to Earth. Cosmos in Collision provides substantial reason to believe that modern humans arose on Jupiter's largest moon, Ganymede and they may well have been living there for thousands of years before they came to Earth. but they were not technologically sophisticated at the point at which they came to Earth. No Cro Magnon descendant group appears to have ever had wheels for transportation and you could understand that if your ancestors had just spent the last few thousand for the last several tens of thousands of years living in water, the idea of a wheel might not ever occur to you. They apparently managed to deal with Neanderthals and other hominids by swapping out the fishing points on their atlatl spears for real killing points.

All of this was some tens of thousands of years ago, which is a lot of time for humans to become technologically sophisticated. Gunnar Heinsohn noted that even a thousand years is a gigantic space of time within human affairs, noting that we went from broadswords to space exploration in just about a thousand years. There is in fact substantial evidence that people living on Mars and almost certainly on Ganymede had become space-faring within that span but, again, not much evidence that human groups which we see now had.

I would assume that any human groups which came here after that first group were BROUGHT here by others who had become space faring, but the arrival of that first group requires some non-technological explanation.

The Saturnian system appears to have made at least one near pass by the Sun/ Jupiter system before it was finally captured. That is, the saturnian system would walk in towards be Sun/ Jupiter system on a spiral path on which there would be a point of near contact, and then spiral back out into deep space for another several thousand years until the next such event. At one of those near passes, the two bodies on the outsides of their respective systems would have been Earth and Ganymede, those would have been the two bodies which were closest together at such a Time.
Could it be that at one of those near pass points some 40000 years ago or whatever, a Birkeland current formed up between Earth and Ganymede and humans and dolphins and possibly other Aquatic mammals were somehow carried to Earth as if through a hose?

That, if so, might also explain the sudden appearances which we find in the fossil record. In fact, the Cambrian explosion itself probably could be explained in such a manner indicating some such event having occurred earlier than the event which brought the first humans to Earth. The authors of Cosmos in Collision call that SPLASH SALTATION.

This is the scene for which Cecil B. DeMille’s presence is required. Apparently, you had all of those people splashing around in the water on Ganymede watching that first really close approach of the Saturnian system and Earth, knowing that something really unusual was about to happen... and then something or other happens, some large number of people somehow get swept up and transferred to Earth, and then, the whole Saturnian apparition spirals back out into space taking whatever number of their friends and family and neighbors with it, never to return.

The something or other almost certainly involved a Birkeland current stretched between Earth and Ganymede, but what exactly did that look like and how did it work?

Don Scott is one of the most major electrical engineers and physicists associated with the Thunderbolts group. He replied that we should be looking at the question of electrical water bridges, basically a simple experiment and an easy Youtube search, e.g.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iC8KYcdiUI&t=35s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m5quIBpoVwQ

Dr. Scott Notes:

"It’s ironic that this “bridge” is made up of WATER. It is fairly well agreed that this is a Birkeland Current in action (Jerry Pollack, the EU water expert has told me so). In the film clip, if you look very closely, you can glimpse the twisting internal structure. And by
the way, BCs transmit matter both ways. Concentric pipes carry matter in opposite directions.

If two bodies (e.g. Earth and Ganymede) approached each other with their normally protective plasma sheaths ripped away (or at least opened), a BC would be initiated simultaneously outward from both bodies, meeting somewhere in between, not necessarily leaping out from one and then crashing into the other. The swimmers on Ganymede might have seen their entire sky brighten into a powerful glowing plasma. Then “all Hell broke loose” and their water surface flowed upward carrying them with it.”

Again, the rocky bodies of the Saturnian system including Earth and Mars were inside the plasma heliosphere of the then brown dwarf star Saturn. This amounted to a very darkish deep purple sort of an existence:


And the creatures of that age on Earth including dinosaurs, hominids, and a certain number of creatures which still live, all had the same huge dark-world adapted eyes:

Humans and dolphins with their relatively tiny eyes would be ill fit for such an environment. In fact, once you understand that our ancient system was a double system with a very dark Saturnian part to the South and a very bright sun/Jupiter system to the North, you have to assume that humans and dolphins arose within the bright part of that ancient system and later transferred to Earth. Something like the explanation offered above, however fabulous it might seem, is positively required.